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1. Some Basic Terminology

In this article, we will discuss syntactic aspects of a phenomenon of natural language which basically belong to semantics. We begin by delineating the phenomena which have been subsumed under the concept of genericity. Then we consider cases of genericity that are exemplified by the subject NPs in the following sentences.

(a) The lion is a ferocious beast.
   (singular definitiv generic NP)

(b) A lion is a ferocious beast.
   (plural definitiv generic NP)

(c) The lions are ferocious beasts.
   (plural definitiv generic NP)

(d) A lion is a ferocious beast.
   (bare plural generic NP)

(e) Gold is precious.
   (bare singular generic NP)

These sentences are similar, as their subject NPs do not refer to any concrete object, like Simba, the lion, or to a specific quantity of gold, at least not in the readings we are interested in. Another similarity may be seen in the fact that the sentences in (1) can be considered as a kind of universal quantification (every lion in a ferocious beast, every quantity of gold is precious). But there are important differences between sentences (1a–1d) and sentences with true universal quantifiers, insofar as generic sentences are often interpreted less strictly than sentences with universal quantifiers. Furthermore, the lack of reference to a specific object is not tied to the quantiversal quantification, witness the following example.

(2a) The lion will be extinct soon.
   (2b) Gold is a rare metal.

Plural definite generic NPs (1c) seem to have a rather marginal status, and we will ignore them for the rest of this article. But we should consider at least one further NP type, which we will call these NPs "taxonomic", because the NPs refer to kinds viewed as elements of a taxonomy (cf. Bacon 1973).

(3) Several cats live in Africa, for example the lion and the leopard.

(taxonomic NP)

It has been noted that every generic NP discussed so far can occur in contexts where it is quite clearly to be interpreted as non-generic. Furthermore, there seems to be no clear NPs marker of genericity in the paradigm cases (1) in English, and we do not know of any in other languages (see Gerstner-Link 1988). It is, however, arguable that there are expressions which only occur in generic sentences. An English example is the NP (not the nomn)

(4) Man has lived in Africa for more than two million years.

Things are different with taxonomic NPs, since fairly clear marks exist like kind in several kinds of cats, or the German suffix art in eine Katzenart.

As nearly every NP would permit a generic and non-generic reading, it is remarkable that there are few cases of real ambiguity, as the context will normally disambiguate these readings. For example, in English the progressive is often incompatible with a generic interpretation of the NP.

(5a) Lions are roaring. (= some lions)
   (5b) Lions roar. (= lions in general)

For this reason, linguists have often considered the whole phrase as the locus of genericity and have introduced concepts like generic sense (cf. Chafe 1970; Jackendoff 1972; Lawler 1975; D. Carlson 1977).

Most influential has been the theory of Carlson, who assumed that bare plural and mass terms always refer to kinds, and that it depends on the verbal predicate whether the predicate is reduced to a predication about specimens of the kind. This explains the lack of ambiguity in the NPs, of (5a, b) and some other facts, like the narrow scope of non-generic bare plurals and mass terms, the possibility of anaphoric relations between generic and non-generic NPs (cf. section 3), and the possibility of conjoint verbal predicates which seem to enforce different readings, as in the following example (due to Schabert/ Feltz 1967):

(6) Snow is white and is falling right now throughout Alberta.

Carlson relates that verbal distinction to the distinction between episodic and habitual (and in general, stative) predication (cf. also Chafe 1975; Lawler 1975), as in

(7a) John is smoking.
   (7b) John smokes.

In doing so, Carlson assumes an ontology with three sorts of entities: kinds, objects, and stages, that is, spatio-temporal manifestations of objects and kinds. Objects may "realize" kinds, and stages may "realize" objects or kinds. Now, predicators like be roaring or be smoking are special insofar as they can be reduced to predicates about realizations. For example, the predicate in lions are roaring is attributed to the kind Leo leo, the lion, but this internally reduces to the claim that there are stages of that kind which are roaring. Similarly, the predicate in John is smoking, although it is applied to the object John, is reduced to an attribution to a stage of John. The widely used terms stage-level predicate (for episodic predicates) and individual-level predicate (for stative/habitual predication) originate in that theory.

2. Types of Genericity

In this section, we will have a look at the distribution of different types of generic NPs with respect to different classes of predications. We will focus on five diagnostic contexts.

(i) There are predications which impose the selectional restriction on one of their arguments that it must denote a kind. Let us call them kind predicators.

(8a) The lion was exterminated in Asia by 100 A.C.
   (8b) *Simba was exterminated in Asia by 100 A.C.
Further examples of kind predicators are \( x = x \) (being), \( \text{in the} \times \). The distribution of kind predicators with different kinds of supposedly generic NPs shows the following patterns:

(9a) The lion is extinct.
(9b) *A lion is extinct.
(9c) *Lions are extinct.
(9d) *A cat (namely the lion) is extinct.

(9e) Bears was invented in the 30th century.

Kind predicates allow, as we see, for singular, definite generic NPs (9a), taxonomic NPs (9c) and bare mass terms (9e). Bare plural NPs (9c) are also accepted, although e.g. (9a) seems to be preferred to (9c). Kind predicates do not, however, coincide with indefinite generic NPs (cf. 9b).

(ii) Collective predicators like gather need a plural or collective NP in non-generic sentences, like the witches or the committee. In generic sentences they combine with some singular generic NPs as well, as pointed out by Gerstner (1979).

(10a) The antelopes gather near waterholes.
(10b) *A antelope gather near waterholes.
(10c) Antelopes gather near waterholes.
(10d) A mammal (namely the antelope) gathers near waterholes.

(iii) In many cases, a generic sentence does not report as event, but a characteristic property. Now, sentences which report an event are dynamic, and sentences which report a property are static. Staticive verbs accept any kind of generic NPs, but it is interesting to look at those generic NPs which are accepted by dynamic verbs as well. The evaluation of the following examples is strictly confined to the generic predicators.

(11a) The rat roared Australia in 1770.
(11b) *A rat roared Australia in 1770.
(11c) *Mats roared Australia in 1770.
(11d) A rat (namely the rat) roared Australia in 1770.

(11e) Rice was introduced in East Africa two centuries ago.

(iv) As noted by Lawler (1973), indefinite generic NPs cannot combine with predicators expressing accidental properties. Since dynamic predicators always express accidental properties, this explains why indefinite generic NPs cannot combine with dynamic verbs. In contrast, it is considered popular as an accidental, and polyfonic as a necessary predicator for madrigals. We then have the following distribution:

(12a) The madrigal is popular./The madrigal is polyfonic.
(12b) *A madrigal is popular./A madrigal is polyfonic.
(12c) *Madrigals are popular./Madrigals are polyfonic.
(12d) A type of music (namely the madrigal) is popular./A type of music (namely the madrigal) is polyfonic.

(12e) Music is popular./Music is polyfonic or polyfonic.

(v) Finally, we will discuss the generic NP itself. Vendler (1967) and Nunberg/Putn (1979) pointed out that not all nouns allow for a definite generic NP. According to Vendler, the noun must not be too general in meaning; this explains the following contrast:

(13a) The Incas did not have the wheel.
(13b) *Monkeys do not use the instrument.

Nunberg/Putn observed that the kind to which the noun of a definite generic NP is associated must be well-established. There are no equivalent restrictions for the nouns of indefinite generic NPs (the following example is Carlson's):

(14a) The Coca Cola bottle has a narrow neck.
(14b) *The green bottle has a narrow neck.
(14c) *A Coca Cola bottle has a narrow neck.
(14d) A green bottle has a narrow neck.

What do the five tests tell us? We have found rather similar distribution patterns, which show that they do not reflect the idiosyncratic behavior of nouns and verbs, but may hint at a general classification of generic NPs. It seems clear that two main classes of generic NPs exist, and we will refer to them as D-generic and I-generic, according to their most prominent representatives.

D-generic: Sing def. generic NPs
I-generic: Indefinite singular generic NPs

Taxonomic NPs: Bare plural generic NPs

bare singulars: Bare singular generic NPs

bare plural generic NPs

Here, bare singulars (mass nouns) and bare plural NPs are considered popular as an accidental, and polyfonic as a necessary predicator for madrigals. We then have the following distribution:

(12a) The madrigal is popular./The madrigal is polyfonic.
(12b) *A madrigal is popular./A madrigal is polyfonic.
(12c) *Madrigals are popular./Madrigals are polyfonic.
(12d) A type of music (namely the madrigal) is popular./A type of music (namely the madrigal) is polyfonic.

(12e) Music is popular./Music is polyfonic or polyfonic.

(v) Finally, we will discuss the generic NP itself. Vendler (1967) and Nunberg/Putn (1979) pointed out that not all nouns allow for a definite generic NP. According to Vendler, the noun must not be too general in meaning; this explains the following contrast:

(13a) The Incas did not have the wheel.
(13b) *Monkeys do not use the instrument.

Nunberg/Putn observed that the kind to which the noun of a definite generic NP is associated must be well-established. There are no equivalent restrictions for the nouns of indefinite generic NPs (the following example is Carlson's):

(14a) The Coca Cola bottle has a narrow neck.
(14b) *The green bottle has a narrow neck.
(14c) *A Coca Cola bottle has a narrow neck.
(14d) A green bottle has a narrow neck.

What do the five tests tell us? We have found rather similar distribution patterns, which show that they do not reflect the idiosyncratic behavior of nouns and verbs, but may hint at a general classification of generic NPs. It seems clear that two main classes of generic NPs exist, and we will refer to them as D-generic and I-generic, according to their most prominent representatives.

D-generic: Sing def. generic NPs
I-generic: Indefinite singular generic NPs

Taxonomic NPs: Bare plural generic NPs

bare singulars: Bare singular generic NPs

bare plural generic NPs

The acceptability of these forms can be explained as follows: Normally, a common noun in its morphologically simplest form, i.e. a singular common noun in languages like English, should be interpretable as a proper name of a kind. This is exemplified by (15a). A singular common noun cannot have a proper name as a kind. This is exemplified by (15c). The following table lists NPs which could possibly have a D-generic reading.

(15a) *The lion (15b) *The lion's rice (15c) *The lion's rice

The acceptability of these forms can be explained as follows: Normally, a common noun in its morphologically simplest form, i.e. a singular common noun in languages like English, should be interpretable as a proper name of a kind. This is exemplified by (15a). A singular common noun cannot have a proper name as a kind. This is exemplified by (15c). The following table lists NPs which could possibly have a D-generic reading.

(15a) *The lion (15b) *The lion's rice (15c) *The lion's rice

The acceptability of these forms can be explained as follows: Normally, a common noun in its morphologically simplest form, i.e. a singular common noun in languages like English, should be interpretable as a proper name of a kind. This is exemplified by (15a). A singular common noun cannot have a proper name as a kind. This is exemplified by (15c). The following table lists NPs which could possibly have a D-generic reading.
of the background knowledge. Second, many German dialects have two series of definite articles, one corresponding to the English definite article, the other being used with proper names and other entities which are known on the basis of the background knowledge of speaker and hearer (see Ebert 1970 for Fri- sian). As we would have expected, definite generic nouns bear this article, too. Consider, for example, Bavarian; (18a) is a case with a normal definite description, and (18b) is a generic sentence.

(18a) I hör ein Bia und ein Linzio
I have a beer and a lemonade bechdül
orderd.

(18b) An'dos Bia is dazie.
The beer is expensive.

Another way to refer to kinds is taxonomic NPs, given that they show the same distribution as definite generic NPs in the tests of section 2. As taxonomic NPs may be indefinite, they cannot be taken as names of a kind. The extent to which their semantics, remember, that kinds are often organized into taxonomical hierarchies (see Kay 1971 for natural taxonomies). Such taxonomies can be visualized as trees:

(19) the mammal
\[\text{the rodent} \quad \text{the cat} \quad \text{the bear}\]
\[\text{the lion} \quad \text{the gaurdian}\]

Each node represents a kind, and the lines show the subspecies relation between kinds. An obvious link between the subspecies relation and the realization of realization is that the realizations of a subspecies must be realizations of the super-subspecies. Although such 'folk' taxonomies are less developed than scientific taxonomies in many fields, they essentially have the same structure. Up to now, we have singled out two meanings of nouns like cat, one applying to realizations of the kind Felis, the other to the kind Felis itself. There is a third meaning, namely one which applies to the subspecies, e.g. the species Felis leo, or the species Felis silvestris forma domestica (which is synonymously named cat in English). In this reading, cat is a kind predicate. The kind predicate meaning is most obvious when mass nouns are con-}
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(21b) At that night, the lion was roaming the kral.

In (21a, b), only a few inanimate objects are involved in the eyes, and inanimate objects are not implicated in the action. Precise conditions under which we can speak about kinds in that fashion remain unclear. One is that the kind of the object, and maybe even the number of the objects involved, are not relevant and not known in cases like (21).

(iv) Kind predicates like be extinct are not projected from realizations or subspecies, but the realizations or subspecies must meet certain conditions specified in the lexical semantics of kind predicates. For example, saying that the dodo is extinct is tantamount to saying that there are no living specimens of this kind anymore.

To conclude this short exposition of the semantics of D-generic, we want to remark that there has been a discussion in the philosophical literature whether kinds can be assumed at all (c.f. Bacon 1973, with references). Most importantly, if all possible predicates (whose extensions are the elements of the power set of the set of individuals) had a unique correspondent in the set of individuals, this would lead to a cardinality problem. For example, if the cardinality of the set of individuals is n, then the cardinality of the power set is 2^n, and this means that the elements of the power set cannot be embedded in a one-to-one way into the set of individuals. There are different possibilities to solve this problem, for example, by restricting the syntax to a specified name construction (cf. Chierchia 1982) or by supposing so-called Scott Domains as model structures (cf. Turner 1983, cf. also Chierchia c.a. 1989). But as we have seen, the class of common nouns which can be treated as D-generic NPs is quite restricted, hence it should be possible to represent this restricted class twice, as sets and as individuals. Kinds have been the topic of another philosophical debate, namely in the discussion of so-called natural kinds (cf. Schwartz ed.) 1977). As natural kind terms, like the lion, are treated exactly like other kind names, like the bachelor, we will ignore this discussion here.

4. I-Genericity

Whereas the locus of D-genericity is essentially the NP, the locus of I-genericity is the sentence. It appears that there is a generic operator which is responsible for the non-accidental reading which we have found of our examples of indefinite generic NPs. This operator is similar to modal operators in having wide scope over the sentence. What we have called "indefinite generic NPs" can be considered as simple indefinite NPs. As the genericity depends solely on the sentence operator and not on the NP, any indefinite NP should be possible with a generic reading, and this is what we have found (cf. example (14)).

The reason why an indefinite NP can have different semantic effects is that its interpretation crucially depends on the operators which have scope over them. According to Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982), an indefinite NP is not interpreted as a quantifier, but as a predicate applying to a variable. Definite pronouns, in turn, pick up that variable. The variables can be interpreted in two ways: First, they may be bound by an existential quantifier ranging over the whole text (existential closure), as in the following example, where 3 represents that existential closure:

(22) A farmer bought a donkey. He beat it on the way home.

\[\text{FARMER(y)} \land \text{DONKEY(y)} \land \text{BEAT(x, y)}\]

Second, they may be bound, under certain syntactic conditions, by other operators, such as quantification advers (cf. Lewis 1975).

(23) Always, if a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

\[\text{FARMER(y)} \land \text{DONKEY(y)} \land \exists \text{OWN}(y, x) \land \text{BEAT(x, y)}\]

Here, the universal quantifier holds both variables x and y (it is an unaccidental quantifier). Its syntax is related to the framework of Generalized Quantifier Theory; it has two 'arguments', the first one is called Restrictor and the second Matrix. One gets the ordinary, first-order quantifier in this case simply by replacing "x" by "-x". The generic operator can be treated in a similar way (cf. Heim 1982, Piek/Rutges 1983, Schubert/Re- gier 1987). As a first approximation, we may have the following representation:

(24) A lion is a ferocious beast.

\[\text{LION(x)} \land \text{FEROCIOUS(x)} \land \text{BEAST(x)}\]

Similarly as in (23), the 'universal' interpretation of the indefinite NP A lion is not due to that NP itself, but to a quantificational operator. This operator is covert in (24), but
it (or something similar to it) may be made overt with sentence operators such as usually or typically.

The notion of I-genericity as induced by a dyadic operator supersedes another one, put forward by Lawler (1973), Carlson (1977), and others, with the notion of genericity is induced by a monadic operator that maps the verbal predicate to a generic predicate. Carlson (1977) showed that this theory cannot cover cases where there are more than one generic interpretation, as in the following:

(25) A computer computes the (daily) weather forecast.

(a) \( \langle \text{COMPUTER}() \rangle \cdot \langle \text{WEATHER\_FORECAST()} \rangle \) \( \langle \text{COMPUTER}() \rangle \cdot \langle \text{WEATHER\_FORECAST()} \rangle \)

(b) \( \langle \text{WEATHER\_FORECAST()} \rangle \)

Reading (a) says that computers in general compute the weather forecast; reading (b) says that the daily weather forecast is in general computed by a computer. The second reading, which is actually the one which is factually true, could not be explained with a monadic verbal operator.

One aspect of this treatment of I-genericity is unsatisfactory: Generic sentences differ from universal quantifications semantically—i.e., they are both stronger and weaker than universal quantifications. On the one hand, they are stronger in that they do not capture core accidental generalizations (cf. Dahl 1975). For example, if everyone of a certain club happens to be white, the generic sentence

A member of this club owns a white

FW would be inadmissible, as this would specify an essential rule about club membership. On the other hand, I-generic sentences are weaker than universal quantifications, as they allow for exceptions. For example, (24) would still be true even if there are some lions which are quite friendly.

It is obviously not possible to choose just another quantifier instead of the universal quantifier. The second problem cannot be handled by that, because we can come up with counterexamples even for very weak quantifiers (cf. Carlson 1977). For example, a sentence of the form

mosquitoes carry malaria

might be considered as true, even if very few mosquitoes actually carry malaria. And the first problem is clearly out of reach for any strengthening of the quantifier, as even the universal quantifier is not strong enough. So let us assume a generic operator GEN which is similar to quantifiers insofar as it binds variables, but different from them in its essential semantic properties. A sentence like (24) would get the full force of the interpretation using (26):

GEN(s, 1); FEROCIOUS\_BEAST(s)

There are several routes which can be taken to spell out the semantics of the GEN operator. Perhaps the most promising ones are to take it as a modal operator or to interpret it as a non-monotonic inference rule. A modal analysis was proposed, among others, by Dahl (1975) and Heim (1982). In this approach, the GEN operator is a necessity operator. It can be analysed similar to the operator in conditional sentences, which are closely related to I-generic sentences and which are a traditional application for modal theories (cf. Lewis 1973, Kratzer 1981). The basic idea is that the necessity operator expresses a quantification over a set of possible worlds that are compatible with certain assumptions and are most similar to some world (the real world or some ideal world). The background assumptions and the specific similarity relation, are typically given by the context. For example, (26) would be interpreted as saying: In those worlds in which animals behave according to their inherent predispositions, and which are most similar to our world, every lion is a ferocious beast. This does rather imply that in the actual world, every lion is a ferocious beast, nor would the (accidental) fact that every lion is a ferocious beast in our world imply that we have the same matter of facts in the possible worlds in which animals behave according to their predispositions.

The type of modality that we find with I-generic sentences can vary widely. It can be linguistic necessity or analyticity as in (27a) (cf. Burton-Roberts 1976, Strigim 1983) or mathematical necessity as in (27b). In these cases, the set of all possible worlds under consideration is the set of all possible worlds, hence we do not find exceptions. The modality can be based on our factual knowledge of the world, as is the case with the experiment described so far. And it may be a deontic modality, invoking certain laws or rules of the generic operator, which is the case, we even should expect exceptions in the real world:

(27a) A bird lays eggs.

(27b) Two and two equals four.

(27c) A boy doesn’t cry.

(27d) Three kiwis were sold for one dollar last week.

Up to now we have not considered sentences like (27d), which could also be analysed as indefinite generics, except that they hold relative to time and place. We think that this is another unmonotonic modality. One could, of course, assume different default operators for different modal dimensions. But as it is a common phenomenon of natural languages that the dimension of modality is left open (cf. the semantics of modal verbs like must), we think that this parameter is filled pragmatically.

Another possible interpretation of GEN is in terms of a non-monotonic inference rule. These rules are such that they allow us to draw conclusions in absence of positive knowledge to the contrary, but in case we arrive at positive knowledge at a later point, a former conclusion may have to be retracted. For example, (26), the semantic form of a lion is a ferocious beast, says that whenever an object satisfies the restrictor, here GEN(x), and we have no positive information whether it satisfies the negation of the matrix, here \( \text{NOT\_FEROCIOUS}\_\text{BEAST}(x) \), then we can conclude \( \text{FEROCIOUS}\_\text{BEAST}(x) \). However, this conclusion can be defended if we later learn that \( x \) is not in the extension of \( \text{FEROCIOUS}\_\text{BEAST} \).

There are various ways to spell out formally such non-monotonic inference rules, for example by default rules (cf. Reiter 1980; see Dung 1987) for an overview.

Our analysis explains why I-generic sentences have non-accidental predicates. To say that a property which is specified by a property \( A \) has a certain property \( B \) by default is only possible when there are law-like relations between \( A \) and \( B \). If all entities that have property \( A \) would have property \( B \) simply by accident, then every accidental change of situation count as changing this fact. Since non-monotonic inference rules should be intrinsically conservative against such changes, they cannot be used to express facts which are only accidentally true.

There are examples which seem to falsify our claim that I-genericity can be captured by assuming a default operator:

(28a) A bird lays eggs.

(28b) A turtle grows very old.

One can argue that only female birds lay eggs, and that turtles are only likely to be very old since nearly all of them are killed by predators when still young. But these putative counterexamples can be rejected if one remembers the restriction in our explication of the GEN operator that there should be no reason why the matrix does not hold. The fact that only female animals lay eggs and that a life can be shortened by external causes is such a reason. Of course, this shows that one has to expect a lot from pragmatics and background assumptions to arrive at a correct interpretation of generic sentences. But this is quite a common phenomenon in the semantics of natural language.

Let us leave the complex issue of the semantic interpretation of the GEN operator. We want to point out some merits of the analysis of I-genericity in terms of an operator like GEN. (i) It explains why the verbal predicate is always in a certain mood. This can be understood as a direct reflex of the GEN operator, which has scope over the verbal predicate. A theory which assumes that I-genericity is a phenomenon that is essentially restricted to the NP cannot capture this easily. (ii) In our analysis generic propositions are reduced to propositions about concrete entities in the extension of the nominal predicate. This explains why there are no special kind predicates with indefinite generics. (iii) Our analysis explains why there can be no straightforward interpretation in indefinite-generic sentences: if a predicate applies to only some individuals of the world, then it cannot apply to any individual by default. Our analysis can be extended to other kinds of indirectness in the sense of a weak plenitude and bare mass nouns in their I-generic interpretation (see e.g. (28), where dogs should be inapplicable to individuals consisting of one or more dogs).

There are some interesting questions that arise with the assumption that GEN is from a syntactic viewpoint, for example where the GEN operator is assigned in the syntactic derivation, and which principles determine the distribution of syntactic material to the restrictor or the matrix. Here, we can only offer some observations.

First of all, note the difference in the following examples when uttered with wide (not contrastive) focus:

(29a) A lion is a ferocious beast.

(29b) A lion was in the cage.

An I-generic sentence like (29a) typically has two parts, which may be identified as an intonational and a thematic one. There is an optional pause be-
between them, the rhyme bears the main stress, and the theme bears secondary stress. Sentences with normal indefinite subjects have no explicit focus; the subject bears the main stress, and there is a tendency to use the there-construction (There was a lion in the cage). Here, the rhyme can be considered as wholly rhyming.

That 1-generic NPs are thematic becomes very clear in languages like French which have special constructions for indefinite thematic constituents:

(30) Des garçons, ça ne plaît pas aux enfants.

Note that the accent pattern of (29a) is typical for sentences with operators which bind a variable.

(31a) Every lion is a ferocious beast.

(31b) If a farmer has a donkey he beats it. Farmer (X) ∧ Donkey (Y) ∧ Have (X, Y).

Obviously, the restrictor of a quantificational operator functions in the background against which the matrix is evaluated. This neatly fits into the distinction between theme and rhyme as developed in the Prague School: the theme can be identified with the restrictor, and the rhyme with the matrix. As the theme has secondary stress and the rhyme has main stress, and both are separated by an optional pause, the accentual patterns exemplified by (31a, b) can be predicted.

The accentual pattern of 1-generic sentences can be explained in the same way. If they are analysed as consisting of an operator with a focus and a deictic indefinite NP and a restrictor (the verbal predicate). Furthermore, this explanation also deals with sentences with indefinite generic NPs which are not in subject position. The generic reading of these sentences is clearly favored if not the final NP is usual with transitive verbs), but the verb bears the main stress (cf. (32)). This can be explained if we assume that all indefinite NPs which are to be interpreted generically are assembled in the matrix of the GEN operator. We then have the following interpretations:

(32) An antelope feeds a lion.

GEN(ANTelope) ∧ Lion (Y) ∧ Eat (X, Y).

The observation that non-focused expressions go to the restrictor also holds for atemporal who-classes, which are discussed by Carlson (1979) and Parkin/Sugita (1983). Here, the who-class, which typically does not bear the main sentence accent, adds additional evidence in the direction of the restrictor of the GEN operator.

(33) Dogs are intelligent when they have blue eyes.

GEN(Dogs) ∧ HAVE-BLUE-EYES (X) ∧ IN-TELLIGENT (X).

Without going into the construction rules for the semantic representations in these examples, it is clear that the GEN operator should be introduced at some point in the syntactic derivation, as other constituents of the sentence — NPs, who-classes etc. — must be mapped to one of its two argument positions, according to their focus properties. On the other hand, there are cases in which we may assume that GEN is part of the lexical entry of a verb itself. A case in point is the following:

(34) Sally loves cats.

In addition to a reading with cats in narrow (contrastive) focus, (34) has a reading where the whole verbal predicate loves cats is in focus. In this case, we may assume that loves has a lexical entry containing the GEN operator which maps the object to the right argument irrespective of thematic constraints (for example, λPGEN(Dog)(λPGEN(X)λPGEN(Y))). Note that the object in these cases is typically a bare plural. Sally loves a cat strongly tends to the specific reading of a cat.

5. Phenomena Related to Genericity

In this section, we will treat some phenomena which are related to one or the other form of genericity — in particular, habituals, explicit quantification, generic substitution, and cases of mixed genericity.

Let us start with habitudinals, whose relation to 1-genericity was observed frequently (cf., among others, Chafe 1970, Lawler 1973, Carlson 1977). Habitual predicates are related to some basic verbs and express a disposition which can be spelled out by predicating the bare verb to the subject referred. In English, habituinals may be marked peripherally by used to, but often are not marked at all. (In other languages, e.g. in Swahili, habituinals may be marked morphologically). As disposition are properties and not events, habitual verbs are always stative; the progressive, therefore, which is restricted to dynamic verbs, excludes an habitual interpretation. This explains the following readings:

(35a) John smoked. (habitual, non-habitual)

(35b) John used to smoke. (habitual)

(35c) John was smoking. (non-habitual)

The relation between habituivals and 1-genericity can be formally incorporated either, as in Carlson (1977), by the notion of a stage (cf. section 1), or by the introduction of variables over "occasions" or situations (cf. Lawler 1973, Schubert/Teillet 1987). With each situation variables, we can give an interpretation of habituals in terms of the GEN operator.

(36a) John smokes after dinner.

GEN(Smokes :: John ∧ After-Dinner(X) ∧ In(X, Y), Smokes).

(36b) John smokes.

GEN(Smokes :: John ∧ In(X, Y), Smokes).

(36c) says that typically, if John (x) is in an after-dinner-situation, John smokes in x. Note that after dinner is unselected, i.e. thematic, and therefore must belong to the sentences which are selected as the focus.

(36c') says that it is a rule for /generic sentences/ proper, that is, for not specifically selected sentences or for habitual sentences. In (36b), however, the situations are not specified any further. The generic representation amounts to: If John is in a situation, he typically smokes in that situation. This looks as much too strong interpretation even if John is a heavy smoker, we do not expect him to smoke when he is sleeping, or in the non-smoking section of a restaurant, or in a public place in Massachusetts. But depending on the semantic interpretation of the GEN operator, our analysis still works. We interpret it as a rule for nonmonotonic inference, then the knowledge that a person is in a given situation is a sufficient condition for that person to smoke in that situation. Here, the conclusion supported by the nonmonotonic inference rule that John does smoke in x. Given such an interpretation, (36c) may not be too strong after all.

There is a distinction in the literature on habituinals which can be captured neatly in our formalization. Lawler (1973) and Dahl (1975) distinguished between existential and universal genericity (or habituativity). Sentences like the following one can have both readings:

(37) John drinks beer.

As a universal generic sentence, (37) means that John has the habit of drinking beer, as an existential generic sentence, (37) means that John does not object to drinking beer. Lawler assumes two generic operators to deal with this distinction. We do not think that this is necessary. Lawler already noted that the readings of (37) are differentiated by intonation, but fails to give a detailed description. Characteristically, in the universal generic reading, the whole VP is in focus (with the accent on beer), whereas in the existential reading, drinks in is focus (it bears the sentence accent). So we should assume the following distribution of semantic material to restriction and matrix:

(38a) GEN(Smokes :: John ∧ In(X, Y), Smokes).

(38b) GEN(Smokes :: John ∧ Beer(X) ∧ In(X, Y), Smokes).

(38c) means that in a situation x, John typically drinks beer (the interpretation of GEN weakens that, similarly to the case 36b). (38c) means that in a situation x, John drinks beer (the interpretation of GEN weakens that — for example, John would have decided to drink wine, therefore does not drink beer at that occasion). Actually, there is a third reading of (37), again with stress on beer, whereas beer is in narrow focus and which expresses that beer is the favourite (alcoholic) beverage of John. This can be expressed according to our rules, and quite adequately, by putting only beer into the matrix:

(38d) GEN(Smokes :: John ∧ Beer(X), Smokes).

Let us now look at the relation between genericity and explicit quantification. As noted above, sentences with NPs containing explicit quantifiers like every few have an interpretation more strictly than generic sentences; they do not allow for exceptions. But even sentences with quantifiers like the most or many differ fundamentally from generic sentences (cf. Carlson 1977). We have seen that quantifiers of this sort cannot render the modal quality of 1-genericity. Another difference is that in evaluating sentences with nominal quantifiers, one has to know the extension of
the common noun on which the NP is based (this is the standard Generalized Quantifier analysis). For example, in order to evaluate the sentence *most lions have a mane*, one has to compare the extension of lions in general with the extension of lions which have manes. For an I-genericity sentence, on the other hand, it is irrelevant how large the extensions are.

Related to this fact is the observation of Dahl (1975) and Croft (1986) that the extension of the common noun can be contextually restricted only in the case of nominal quantifiers:

(39) There were lions and tigers in the circus ring.
   (a) (Every lion)/each lion)(most lions)/
   (b) *Lions roared.

In (39a), the relevant common noun extension is clearly restricted to the individuals in the circus ring. A generic sentence cannot be restricted in this way. There is, however, one determiner which behaves very similar to I-genericity, namely any.

(40) Any lion roars.

It is evident that (40) has the characteristic properties of I-generics sentences; for example, it needs a passive, non-acquisitive predicate (cf. *Any lion is roaring*), and the noun extension cannot be restricted by the context. Therefore, an NP like any lion should be analysed similarly to a lion, i.e. as an indefinite NP. The difference between normal indefinite NPs and any-NPs is that any-NPs are always non-specific, and that they explicitly convey the meaning that nothing hinges upon the particular choice of a referent (cf. Vendler 1967). This extra condition should explain why (40) is interpreted more strictly than the corresponding generic sentence a lion roars. If nothing hinges on the choice of the referent, then there is no reason why the proposition does not hold for any particular referent.

Let us now look at generic anaphora, as in the following examples:

(41a) John killed a spider because they are ugly.

(41b) John didn’t keep a spider because they are ugly.

The natural reading of the second clause of (41a, b) is that generally, spiders are ugly. They clearly should be analysed as referring to a kind. Now, if one assumes that a pronoun has to refer to an entity which was introduced in the preceding text, then it is unclear why the pronoun they is possible in (41a), or can be argued that the first clause introduces only a single spider, and in (41b), no spider is introduced at all.

To treat phenomena like that, we might assume that an NP containing a common noun in any case introduces a kind (cf. also Kamp/Frey 1986). This analysis can be integrated in the one we have developed above, because we too have assumed that a common noun is related to a kind.

It is interesting that in the examples we have considered so far, the generic pronoun is plural. But it can be singular, too, as in (42a). If the antecedent is plural, however, the pronoun must be plural, too (42b).

(42a) John shot a lion, although it is protected.

(42b) John shot lions, although they are/(*it) is/protected.

This can be explained by three interesting principles. The first one is syntactic: if the antecedent is plural, i.e. has a marked agreement feature, then the pronoun must bear the same feature. The second one is that reference to kinds is possible with plural NPs, although this is not the preferred way. The third principle is that in cases where the pronoun could refer to both the individual entity and the kind which is introduced, the plural antecedent NP, a plural pronoun is chosen to refer to the kind. This is done in order to exclude reference to the individual, which is clearly more prominent than reference to the kind. But if it is clear for other reasons that the pronoun refers to the kind, e.g. because it is an argument of a kind predicate as in (42a), then singular pronouns are also allowed.

Another extra condition should explain why (40) is interpreted more strictly than the corresponding generic sentence a lion roars. If nothing hinges on the choice of the referent, then there is no reason why the proposition does not hold for any particular referent.

(43a) John bought a spider, and Mary bought one, too.

(43b) John bought milk, and Mary bought some, too.

Indefinite pronouns can be analysed as referring to a kind which is introduced in the preceding context, and as introducing a realization of this kind. Then, they share properties of definite and indefinite expressions.

There are cases of anaphora with indefinite generic NPs as well:

(44) A lion is a ferocious beast. It has huge claws.

It is clear how (44) can be interpreted along the lines that we argued for above: Take a lion, and it will typically be a ferocious beast. Moreover, this lion will typically have huge claws. That is to say that the second sentence has to be interpreted against the restrictor of the first. This poses compositionality problems because in interpreting the second sentence, one must be able to "look into" the first one.

Let us finally have a look at sentences where both kinds of genericity meet (which of course supports our distinction between two elementary kinds of generivity, reference to kinds and generic quantification). One example:

(45) The lion has a mane.

Clearly, the lion can have a D-generic interpretation, and the whole sentence is I-generic (it expresses a typical property, note also that we could have overt adverbial modifiers, like usually). The meaning of (45) could be rendered by an I-generic sentence like *A lion has a mane* as well.

Cases like (45) may be treated by assuming that definite NPs are related to a variable not by the identity relation, but by a relation IS. If $x$ and $y$ are objects or kinds, then $x$ is $y$ is true just in case $x$ is $y$. However, if $x$ is an object and $y$ is a kind, then $x$ is $y$ is true in case $x$ is a realization of $y$, which we write as $R(x, y)$. This is the case of (45):

(46) $GEN(x, IS, LEO, 3\{\text{mane}(y) \land A\{x, y\}\}) = GENS R(x, LEO, 3\{\text{mane}(y) \land A\{x, y\}\})$

We get a correct interpretation, saying that a realization of the kind Leo, that is, a lion, typically has a mane.

There is independent evidence for the IS relation. We may reconstruct the representative object reading of sentences such as (21) with it (that example could be rendered as $\exists x(\text{IS_FILE}(x) \land A\{x, LEO\}$, whose second conjunct is known to $R(x, LEO)$. Furthermore, we can imagine someone in a zoo, pointing to the lion Simba, saying: *This is the lion*. We can make the same assumption that he pointed at Simba and attributing to it the property that it stands in IS-relation to the kind Leo, that is, $R(SIMBA, LEO)$, which is tantamount to $R(SIMBA, LEO)$.

Let us conclude by stressing the main point of this article: Generivity has to be dissociated into two separate concepts, namely D-generivity (referee to kind) and I-generivity (a kind of modal quantification). One can speculate why generivity was ever identified as a single concept in the first place. The reason probably is that in some paradigm cases, we find both kinds of generivity in the same sentence. The supposed simplicity of the two kinds of generivity, however, is only superficial, a kind of family resemblance at best.

This article was written in May 1987, and slightly revised in 1990. A more elaborate treatment of generivity can be found in Krifka et al. (to appear).
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49. Focus Particles

1. Introduction

Within the heterogeneous class of traditional adverbs, several subcategories can be distinguished based on the background structure of a sentence. In the following examples, the focus of a sentence — often also referred to as "the focus of the particle" — is written in capital letters, as customary in the literature:

(1a) Even/only GEORGE writes poetry.
(1b) George even/only WRITES poetry.

The location of the nuclear tone does not clearly and unambiguously identify the focus of the particle. Prosodic prominence is neither a necessary nor a sufficient criterion for interpretation as focus (Rochemont 1986, 1991). But within the vast majority of cases a nuclear tone is placed within the focus domain of the particle. A clear delimitation of the focus is only possible on the basis of the context and some appropriate tests.

(2a) What did John do? — He only BOUGHT SOME APPLES.
(2b) What did John buy? — He only bought SOME APPLES.

Moreover, focus particles can be associated with more than one focus:

(2a) What did John do? — He only BOUGHT SOME APPLES.
(2b) What did John buy? — He only bought SOME APPLES.

Generalizing from such observations, Jacobs (1985, 1995) has argued that every focus should be analyzed as the focus of some operator (Relational Focus Theory) and that in addition to such overt focus indicators as listed above, we should also postulate covert focus indicators such as interrogative, declarative or other functional elements. As a first stage, the focus of a particle can be defined as that string of expressions which is set off from the rest of the sentence by prosodic prominence and which is specifically affected semantically by the particle. As a result of the focusing and the interaction with the particle, the denotation of the relevant expression is related to a class of denotations of the same type, the alternatives to the focus value. It is, however, not only the focus that the contribution made by a particle to the meaning of a sentence depends on. Focus particles are also scope-bearing elements, so that their contribution to sentence meaning also depends on the scope they take within a sentence, just like that of quantifiers. Given that the particles also and only have the same force as follows, in addition to the two minimal pairs, the difference in the interpretation of these two minimal pairs must be due to a difference in scope. In (3) relative scope is marked by the left-to-right sequence of the scope-bearing expressions, whereas in (4) it is the division into strong groups ("tonality") that identifies the scope:

(3a) Jones claimed that he could sell refrigerators to the Eskimos, but in fact he couldn't even sell WHISKEY to the INDIANS (cf. Anderson 1972).
(3b) Very rarely does George also drink WHISKEY.
(4a) Only SPANISH is spoken throughout the city.
(4b) Only SPANISH is spoken throughout the city.

In (3a) whiskey is described as another beverage that George drinks rarely, whereas in (3b) George could very well drink something very often in addition to a rare whiskey. In (4a) the local adverbial takes wide scope over the focus particle if it occurs in a separate tone group. Thus, Spanish is the only language spoken in the relevant city in (4a), whereas it is the only intelligible language in all districts according to (4b).

Semantically, the scope of a particle can be represented by an open sentence whose variable is bound by a λ-operator. This double dependence of the contribution made by a particle to the meaning of a sentence can now be characterized in more detail as follows: Focus particles, and in fact all types of focusing, relate the denotation of a focus to a set of denotations of the same type. Some particles, such as E. even, merely, let alone, etc. also impose a structure, typically a partial order, on this set of alternative values. It is a matter of pragmatics rather than semantic fact that these alternatives to a focus value (e.g. people in (1a) beverages in (3c) etc.) are the facts that are relevant and used in the construction of a given context. Such alternatives can be given in the preceding context or in appended clauses introduced by let alone etc.

(7a) He did not even SAY HELLO, let alone TALK TO ME.
(7b) Not only did he REFUSE TO PAY HIS DEBTS, he also INSULTED ME.

In addition to establishing such a relation between alternative values, focus particles also typically either include or exclude such alternatives as possible values for the propositional schemes in their scope (cf. Taglicht, this volume). On the basis of this latter property focus particles can be divided into two groups: (i) additive or inclusive particles like E. even, also, too, either and restrictive or exclusive particles like E. only, merely, alone, etc. In addition to these two groups, Quick et al. (1985) list a third group of "interactive" particles with such members as especially, partic-